
Frozen Gold  

An old prospector by the name of “Arctic Cat Jack” recently passed away. Since ACJ spent all of 
his youth in scouting, he felt it fitting to bequest his “Claim” to Scouts BSA. We are currently on 
that site! After surveying & examining the site we have found that “Arctic Cat Jack” secretly hid 
some of his gold in tin cans filled & frozen with water! Your task is to find & retrieve a gold 
nugget from one of the tins “Arctic Cat Jack” left behind. Working as a team you will need to 
build & start a fire in order to melt the ice to free the gold. 

 

Lost and Hungry  

Your Patrol is lost in the Yukon (maybe) and food is running low. You have to rely on your trusty 
hunting skills to secure food.  But you have nothing to hunt with, nor know enough of the area 
on where to find game.  Glory Be! Up ahead you see something and you go to investigate.  It is a 
local tribes hunting preserve. Oh oh, there is a fee to enter, what do you have to trade so that 
your patrol can enter and hunt for badly needed food?  Reminder - without the added food, you 
will not be able to survive the coming winter. 

 

Thin Ice  

A cold front pushed through and froze the river that stands between them and camp.  Before 
they could take a boat to cross - but now that the river has frozen they must cross the ice - but 
the ice is unsafe to walk on.   To make things worse - a scout injured themselves and will need to 
be carried across.  Using what they have on their sleds, the patrols must move their people and 
gear across the frozen river without falling in.    

 

Gold Miners First Aid  

“Arctic Cat Jack” was not much for safety. His claim site is full of all sort of dangers.  Be careful as 
your explore his claim or you might have to put to use your Scouting first aid skills. 

 

Secure the Gold Bar  

The patrol has mined a large diameter gold bar shaped nugget.  They do not have the right gear 
to transport it out of the woods were their mine is located.  So they must leave it, go back to 
base camp and retrieve the correct equipment to transport it back.  To hide it from claim 
jumpers - they must use a series of knots to suspend the gold bar nugget high up in the trees. 

 

Hot Gold  

Your patrol has spent the day melting down the gold into manageable size nuggets for easier 
transport.  However, you need to move the nuggets to a proper cooling location.  Using your 
skills learned as Scout – you must build a transportation device to safely move the hot gold from 
one location to the other without losing any gold along the way.     

 

Rescue the Gold  

Your gold mine has become unstable - it will only withstand one trip out of the mine before it 
caves in.  You must carefully transport the gold out of the mine without carrying.  Try not to lose 
any gold as you are moving it out of the mine. 


